Association study of proposed candidate genes/regions in a population of Spanish asthmatics.
A number of genes/regions have recently been reported to be linked to asthma or its related phenotypes (i.e. atopy and bronchial hyperresponsiveness), by genetic linkage and allele-sharing methods. We have performed a case-control study comparing the allelic distribution of nine microsatellite markers and two genetic variants in a group of patients attended at emergency room departments because of an acute attack of asthma with respect to an external healthy population of controls. A total of 146 asthmatic subjects and 50 population controls from Barcelona, Spain, were genotyped for nine microsatellite markers from some asthma/atopy candidate genes/regions: the beta-subunit of the high-affinity IgE receptor (Fc epsilonRI-beta) located on chromosome 11; the 5q31-32 candidate region; the T-cell receptor genes, TCR-alpha on chromosome 14 and TCR-beta on chromosome 7. Two genetic variants of the beta-subunit of the high-affinity IgE receptor (Fc epsilonRI-beta) gene were also analyzed. None of the asthmatic or control individuals carried the Ile181Leu variant. There were no significant differences between asthmatic and control subjects neither for the polymorphic markers nor for the other variant of the beta-subunit of the high-affinity IgE receptor (Fc epsilonRI-beta) gene. No association could be observed in this sample of Spanish asthmatics with the genes/regions studied.